To facilitate comparison of the analyses each was recalculated to a dry and reduced state and then normalized to 100 per cent. These values are presented in Tables 4, 5 , and 6, along with means, standard deviations, and the standard deviation as per cent of the mean. The shipboard analyses are not included in these averages because they were not done on the homogenized standard powders.
In general, the analyses from different laboratories are in good agreement with each other. As observed by Wright (1977) for the Leg 37 standards, however, there are some small but consistent differences between laboratories. These differents are not nearly large enough to affect the overall classification of the rocks or in most cases even the relative amounts of elements. The differences are large enough, though, to cause some difficulties with very detailed work, such as identifying chemical stratigraphy within major lithologic and chemical units. For some elements the variation between laboratories for one sample is as large or larger than the total variation found by the shipboard laboratory in the chemical sub-unit from which the sample came. This is illustrated by the FeO*-MgO plot in Figure 1 . Great care is needed, then, in using analyses from different laboratories for such detailed work, and it seems best to use those from one laboratory for this kind of work.
Two laboratories analyzed the samples for trace elements. These data are presented in Table 7 . These laboratories are the NASA-Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas (JSC, Dungan et al., this volume) Shipboard analysis of Sample 396B-7-1, 53-55 cm. 
